
 

AUTOMATIC GATES IS MY ORDER FLEXIBLE? 

 

‘Is our order fixed and is there any flexibility with it?’ All estimates, order 

acknowledgements and works instruction are flexible. This is due to the fact that every 

installation or major repair is unique to each individual site as well as the ideal 

requirements of the customer. 

 

Most customers have an idea of what their project will look like and how it will work 

before hand, but as the installation unfolds, detail may cause the customer to rethink, add 

or change aspects of the project, to suit their new needs. 

 

Site conditions could also dictate change or modification from what was originally agreed 

and although this is not ideal, it has to be dealt with correctly and in good time. 
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What do you mean has to? Nobody wants a poor job nor a poor system and even very 

good, well thought out projects, can be undermined by the un-expected or a simple 

change that would benefit the outcome. 

 

How do you deal with this? We look at all the options, present our recommendations, 

listen to our customer and offer our best solution/s. 
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Who pays and how much does it cost? If nothing is done we both end up paying! 

Satisfied customers for the long run are what has and continues, to make us good at what 

we do. To satisfy good custom fair play and clear communications are necessary. 

 

Each variation from the original agreement is costed and any work not required 

discounted accordingly. More than one option is investigated with as many options put 

forward for consideration as is reasonable. 

 

All works are recommended inline with matching as close as is feasible, our publish 

‘Design guide’ and undertaken to our ‘Code of practise policy’ as to the best ability of 

us all. 
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What about the prices? Good question, all of our ‘listing sheet’ prices are publish on our 

web site and kept as up-to-date as we can. Each value includes all parts and labour 

associated with that main part and assumes all associated sundries that are common to 

most installations. Therefore they are a fair guide and each final bill can be split down 

accordingly. If parts are reused there use may discount the cost but conditions apply in 

regard to consequential responsibility. 
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Everyday customers make change for the better! 
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